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James A. Mt: Patrick
! Nuclear Fower Plant
1 P.o. Don 41
) , ' , Lycommp, New York 1M93,
'
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#> NewYorkPoweri William Femandez 11& Authori ne.memi u.a.oer;
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January 31, 1991
JATP-91-0081

Mr. Thomas T. Martin
Regional Administrator, Region 1
United States Nuc1 car Regulatory Commission
475 Allendalo Road
King of Prussia, PA 19400

SUDJECT: James A. FitzPatrick Huclear Power Plant
i Docket No. 50-333

Request for Waiver of compliance Regarding
Idle Rocirculation Loon Start-Up

Dear Sir:
4

The Authority requests a waivar of complianco for James A.
FitzPatrick Technical Specification 3.6.A 6.a. This waiver is
necessary to allow an increase in power from approximately 50% of
rated to the full licensed power lovol. If this waivor is not
granted, the Authority would have to completo an unnecessary
plant shutdown prior to resumption of full power operation.
As described in Attachment 1, this request satisfios the critoria
for a regional waiver of complianco as described in a
Fobruary 22, 1990 lotter from T. E. Murley to the NRC's Regional
Administrators. For the reasons detailed-in the attachment, this
situation could not have boon foreseen or avoided.
This letter requests a waiver from compliance with one_of the,_

requirements for start-up of an idle recirculation pump. The "B"
'

recirculation pump tripped on Saturday, January 26, 1991, as a,

result of a fault in the associated recirculation MG set voltago
regulator circuitry. This equipment has been repaired. However,
restart of the affected recirculation pump is currently
prohibited by Technical Specification 3.6.A.6.a which requires
that the reactor coolant system to reactor vessel botter head
drain lino differential temperature be less than 145'F. The
proposed waiver would allow the Authority to restart the
currently idle ~rocirculation pump using an alternative method of
determining the difforential temperature.. This will allow
resumption of full power operation without first bringing tho.
reactor to a cold shutdown condition,
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. '' TO : T. MARTIN, USNRC_ January. 31, 1991=
'

'

.

| FROM: W. FERNANDEZ, JAFNP?- JAPP-91-0081' '

L SUBJECT REQUEST FOR WAIVER OF COMPLIANCc Page -2-*

REGARDING IDLE RECIRC. LOOP START-UPj

|
l

.

Should you have any questions regarding;the proposed changes,
| please contact Mr. J. A. Gray, Jr.

Ver truly yours

WNDO .

WILLIAM FERNANDEZ
|

WFilar

Attachment

cc: United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention:-Document Control Desk
Mail 1 Station F1-137 i

Washington, D.C. 20535
'

Office of the Resident' Inspector '

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
P.O. Box 136
Lycoming,_NY 13093

Mr. Robert A. Capra
- Director - Division.of Reactor Projects-I/II
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop_'14 B2
Washington, D.C. 20;d5

Mr. David: E. LaBarge-
Project _ Directorate I-1-
Division of Reactor Projects I/II
United States Nuclear-Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop=14 B2

.

Washington, D.C. 20555
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ATTACHMENT 1

PROPOSED WAIVER OF COMPLIANCE REGARDING

IDLE RECIRCULATION LOOP START-UP

/ J'! /PORC Chairman: /5 . 4dIMA Date:2
_. .

PORC Meeting: /~ Ob Date: / J/!f/ i
,

,'

New York Power Authority
James A. FitzPatr.;k Nuclear Power Plant

Docket No. 50-333
DPR-59
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.' ' ' ' ATTACHMENT 1
'

NEW YORK: POWER AUTHORITY
'

-

JAMES A. FITZPATRICK' NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
REOUEST FOR WAIVER OF COMPLIANCE

3

t

1. A Discussion of the Requirements'for Which a Waiver is :
Requested

The Authority requests a waiver of compliance for Technical-
Specification 3.6.A.6.a and the corresponding surveillance 4

rcquirement 4.6.A.6.a. This specification states:

'

When reactor coolant system temperature is >140'F, an'
idle recirculation loop shall not be started unless:

I a. The temperature differential between the reactor I
coolant system and the reactor vessel bottom head-
drain line is <145*F, and ...

Specifically, the Authority requests approval to use the
temperature of the outer surface of.the reactor-vessel
bottom head in lieu of the reactor vessel-bottom head drain
line.

2. A Discussion of Circumstances Surrounding the Situation i

Including the Need for Prompt Action

on Saturday, January 26, 1991, the "B" recirculation pump-

tripped as a result of a fau't in the associated
,

recirculation MG set voltage regulatory circuitry. There
had been no prior indication of a problem with this
equipment and the trip was entirely unexpected.- -This random
failure could not have been-predicted, nor could it_have
been avoided.

This equipment has been-repaired. However, restart of!the- -

affected recirculation pump for post-work testing and
subsequent operation is. currently prohibited byLindication
of excessive reactor coolant system to reactor vessel-bottom
head drain line differential temperature. -Technical
Specification 3.6.A.6.a. requires that this_ differential

| temperature be less than 145'F prior to pump restart.
| Current' instrument' readings indice.te a differential

_

-

temperature of approximately-175'F. However, as discussed
bel these indications are believed not to_ represent true .

bot region temperatures.
.

Once in a cold shutdown condition below 140'F, the idle
-

1

recirculation pump could be restarted within the
requirements of the existing = Technical SpecificationL

,

'

3.6.A.6. Normai plant start-up procedures would then be J

followed, resulting in resunption of normal full power
operation. This process would_aubject-the plant to

,

)unnecessary transients and cause a loss'of 3-4 days of power !
generation, j

i

)
1
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'- Although the plant could operate in the current " single.

.' loop" configuration, it is not desirable due to New York
State's need for the power during the winter peak season and
the economic penulty of sustained operation at 50% rated.
Prompt approval is needed to avoid the continued loss of
generation.

The two conditions which could have led to the inability to
obtain proper reactor drain line temperature (clogged
reactor vessel drain line and/or malfunctioning
thermocouple) as discussed below could not-have-been avoided
or foreseen. During the last refueling outage, the reactor
vessel drain line was flushed clean and the temperature
recorder was calibrated. During the subsequent start-up,
these components performed as designed. The bottom drain
thermocouple and drain line are both inaccessible during
plant operation and cannot be reached until the plant is
shut down and the containment deinerted.

,

3. A Discussion of compensatory Actions

The compensatory action for this waiver of compliance is to
use the average reading of three reactor vessel bottom head
thermocouples in lieu of the drain line thermocouple. This
will assure that the 145'F criteria is met..
Specification 3.6.A.6.a specifically requires that the
bottom head drain line temperature be used to determine the
differential temperature. The intent, however, is actually.
to measure the differential temperature between the uppec
and lower regions of the reactor vessel. This is consis;ent
with the Bases for this specification which state, "The
limiting coolant temperature differential between the upper
and lower regions of.the reactor vessel, prior to
recirculation pump operation, assures that the vessel bottom
head region will not be warmed at an excessive rate ..."

Under normal operating conditions, a steady flow.of reactor
coolant-flows through the bottom head drain as one of two
suction sources of the reactor water clean-up system.
Reactor bottom head coolant temperature is measured at the
drain line because of the thinness:of the drain pipe wall
compared.to the reactor bottom head. This generally
provides a more accurate indication of the reactor coolant
temperature within'the bottom head-during transient
conditions.

However,'this instrument reading can become unrepresentative
due to a tendency for-flow through this pipe to becom2
restricted by corrosion product build-up,or, less likely, a
malfunction of'the thermocouple detector circuit. Without
redundant indication,mmalfunction of the thermocouple cannot
be diagnosed; and-therefore, whatever_ temperature is
indicated must be attributed to the drain line and
consequently to the reactor bottom head coolant. Flow
restriction or blockage would allow excessive cooling of the
reactor coolant before it reached the thermocouple location.

..
.
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1 This would not provide a representative indication of the
actual reactor coolant condition within the reactor bottom |

,

head region. |

The Authority believes that flow restriction is the most
likely condition. The reason for this is the changes in
temperature observed and the fact that flow restriction has
occurred previously at Fitzpatrick and other BWRs. The
temperature of the botton head drain line decreased by
approximately 30*F between November 1990 and just prior to
the "B" recirculation pump trip. During this same period of
time v?ssel bottom head temperature emained essentJally
constEn:,. Following the "B' recircuirtion pump trip, the'

bottom head temperature dropped approximately 8'F in two
hours and stabilized at 10*F below the pre-pump trip value.
This drop is consistent with the change in reactor coolant
saturation temperature at the reduced power level.
Therefore, the Authority concludes that thermal
stratification is not occurring in the bottom head and the
145'F differential temperature criteria is met using the
reactor vessel bottom head thermocouples instead of the
drain line.

4. A Preliminary Evaluation of the Safety Significance and
Potential Consequences of_the Proposed-Request>

The General Electric Company (GE) has reviewed the proposed
substitution of the bottom head temperature for the bottom
head drain line temperature. GE determined that under
steady state-conditions, the bottom head temperature
provides a conservative indication of the reactor coolant
temperature conditions within the reactor vessel lower head,
and that the 145'F criteria can be met using the bottom head
thermocouple. Under.these conditions, restart of the idle
recirculation loop is acceptable. Typically, the bottuu
head thermocouple temperature lags behind the coolant
temperature by one hour. To be conservative and assure
steady state conditions exist, the reactor power and core
flow will be maintained at a steady state condition for a
minimum of two hours prior to commencing the recirculation
pump start evolution. During this two-hour period, bottom
head thermocouple temperatures will be monitored to confirm
that temperature has stabilized. The recirculation pump
will be restarted using the normal procedures currently.in
effect. This evolution involves operating pump speed
reduction to less than 50% prior to opening the pump
discharge valves on the oncoming loop. This flow transient
has been reviewed by General Electric and the Authority and
is considered to be acceptable.

'

5. A Discussion Which_ Justifies the Duration of the Request

The Authority is requesting that three restarts of the idle
recirculation pump be allowed under the waiver during the
remaining portion of this operating cycle.

_.
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. - To justify using the reactor bottom head thermocouples on a,

permanent basis, GE will perform thermal analyses in other,

than steady state conditions to relate the outside
temperatures to the bottom head inside temperature for
transient conditions. Included in this evaluation will be

-

an assessment of the effects on the thermal fatigue usage
factor for the control rod drive nozzles from these events

-

and a definition of the limitations associated with idle
loop restarts for both steady state and transient
conditions.

Until that analysis is complete which confirms all
-

assumptions and envelopes the conditions.for idle loop
restart, three loop restarts under the conditions described
above is acceptable since the main impact of the transient
is to cause a small increment in fatigue usage. Acceptable
margin exists in the FitzPatrick end of life control rod
drive nozzle fatigue usage for the areas of concern (control
rod drive stub tube penetrations). Three starts will not
result in excerding the vessel thurmal fatigue limits.

6. The Basis for the Conclusion that the Request Does Not
Involve a Significant Hazards Consideration

Operation of the FitzPatrick plant in accordance with the i

proposed waiver would not involve a significant hazards
consideration as stated in 10 CFR 50.92, since it would not:

Involve.a significantfincrease-in the probability ora.
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

The actual temperature conditions within the bottom
head meet the intent of the Technical Specification-

requirements. The proposed waiver provides an
alternate method to verify the thermal conditions at-

the bottom of the reactor vessel. An evaluation
provided by the NSSS vendor, General Electric Company,
concludes that the thermal transient; induced by the
start-up of the idle recirculation loop would be no
different from that previously analyzed.- Therefore,
there is no change in the probability or consequences
of any accident previously evaluated.-

b. Create the possibility of a new of different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

Changing the method used to' verify =the reactor coolant
conditions in the reactor bottom head cannot initiate
any type of accident.- No new failure modes are created
by the proposed instrument substitution. =All
activities associated with the restart of the idle:recirculation loop will remain within the bounds of
previous analyses. Therefore, there is no possibility
of a new or different kind of accident from any.
previously evaluated.
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Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety* c.,

*

The start-up of an idle recirculation loop is an
analyzed operational evolution. The existing 145'F-

' differential temperature restrictions placed upon the
restart is intended tG-provide sufficient margin such-
that thermal fatigue to reactor vessel components is
prevented. These restrictions will continue to be met
under the waiver. 'However, alternate-instrumentation
will be used-to assure that these restrictions are met.
All constraints associated with the routine start-up of
an idle recirculation loop will continue to-be-met.
Tharefore, there is no decrease in any margin-of
safety.

,

'7. The Basis for the Conclusion that the Request Does Not
Involve Irreversible Environmental Effects Because:
The requested waiver would allow alternate instrumentation
to be used as a means to verify the reactor coolant'
conditions necessary to allow restart an idle recirculation
loop.- Start-up-of an idle recirculation loop is a routine
operational evolution. If granted, this request would allow
the FitzPatrick plant to resume full power operation without
having to first proceed to a cold shutdown condition. The
proposed waiver has no irreversible environmental effects.

3'


